2A Hill View Rd, Mount Lawley

Luxurious Home with Spectacular City Views!
Large 1056sqm GREEN TITLE property.
STEEPED in a rich history, this stunning federation style home built circa 1916
has sweeping City views from the stunning Jarrah verandah, dining room and
kitchen. Often regarded as the most prestigious street in Mount Lawley, this
wonderful home on Hill View Road has rare City Views and overlooks the lights of
the picturesque pedestrian bridge at Optus Stadium. Simply stunning.
Providing a seamless blend between old and new, the owner (a former president
of the Mt Lawley Society) has gone to considerable lengths to showcase the
highly desirable features of a home from this era with modern, sophisticated
living.
Located on a large 1056sqm landholding, this wonderful home offers:
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- Up to 6 bedrooms, a study, sitting room, lounge room and dining room. This
home provides for so much space that every member of the family can remain
independent while living under the same roof.
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- Character features including high ornate ceilings as showcased in the master
bedroom, decorative archways and cornices, polished Jarrah floorboards
throughout, traditional picture rails and gas log fires in the original fireplaces. The
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upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.

- Near new kitchen. Impressively large in size and characterised by a magnificent
7.2 metre island bench with porcelain finish and book matched water fall features.
Also with dual breakfast bar, space for a wine fridge and abundance of pull out
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